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COWBOYS & ALIENS

JULY 29
HOT HOLLYWOOD MOMS & DADS

You can’t pass a magazine stand without seeing rows of celebrity baby bumps and children of movie stars. Truth is, we can’t get enough of Hollywood’s tiniest A-listers. Check out these celebrity families.

Amy Adams, with fiancé Darren Le Gallo and daughter, Aviana, 1, have fun at the Coldwater Canyon Park.

Halle Berry takes a break from filming New Year’s Eve to take her cutie Nahla, 3, to the beach in Malibu.

Rockers Gwen Stefani and husband Gavin Rossdale take their kids Zuma, 3, and Kingston, 5, for some fun family time in Los Angeles.

Nicole Richie and Joel Madden treated their kids, Harlow, 3, and Sparrow, 1 1/2, to some toys while on a shopping spree in Beverly Hills.

Matthew McConaughey toted son Levi, 3, to a birthday party in L.A. The Lincoln Lawyer star is also a doting dad to daughter Vida, 1, with longtime girlfriend Camilla Alves.
Hugh Jackman may play a superhero onscreen (a.k.a Wolverine) but being a father is his best role. While in his native Australia he takes his adopted kids Oscar, 11, and Ava, 5, for a day at the beach. Jackman will appear next in *Real Steel.*

Sarah Jessica Parker is known to make the school run with her son James Wilkie, 8. Now, the *SATC* star is teaching her twin daughters Marion and Tabitha, 2, how to be quintessential New Yorkers. Watch for Parker in her next movie *I Don't Know How She Does It* in September.

Victoria Beckham admits she often looks angry in photos, but the fashion designer and her mega-star husband, footballer David Beckham, are happy devoted parents to (l-r) Brooklyn, 12, Cruz, 6, and Romeo, 8. The Beckhams will welcome a baby girl to their family very soon!

Ben Affleck and Jennifer Garner are well known to be hands-on parents. Daughters Violet, 5, and Seraphina, 2, walk hand-in-hand as they leave the farmers’ market in Brentwood.

The Jolie-Pitt family takes a stroll in the Big Easy. Mom Angelina took the six kids, Zahara, Pax, Maddox, Shiloh and twins Vivienne and Knox to see Brad while he’s filming *Cogan’s Trade* in his adopted city of New Orleans.
Farewell, Harry

As Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 closes the book on the magical tales of Harry Potter and friends, Daniel Radcliffe shares his final thoughts on what it was like being a treasured icon.

—By Bonnie Laufer

Time to take out the tissues, folks. After ten very successful years, the Harry Potter movies have finally come to an end. Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2 is finally upon us, and no one is more grateful about all of the film’s success than Harry Potter himself, Daniel Radcliffe.

Along for the final ride are his trusty sidekicks, Emma Watson (Hermione) and Rupert Grint (Ron), supporting their dear friend Harry to the bitter end, to help him destroy his mortal enemy Voldemort and save Hogwarts once and for all.

In this film, fans get what they’ve been waiting for as loose ends are tied and friendships are solidified and modified, especially the one between Ron and Hermione, whose relationship finally turns into something much more in a scene that is absolutely touching.

In an exclusive interview, Tribute’s Bonnie Laufer sat down with Radcliffe in New York to talk about what fans can expect from the final film, his favorite scene in the movie, and the most important things he took away from working on the Harry Potter films for ten years of his life.

Not only is Part 2 filled with action, but it’s very emotional. In your opinion, what are the major differences between this film and the first? What can fans expect?

Radcliffe: Part 1 was like a slow-burning drama, and this one is an all-out action film with moments of intense emotional drama. I found this one to be quite a roller-coaster ride, and that is exactly what people can expect from this final film. I’ve said it before, but it’s a heist movie that turns into a war film. It’s nonstop. The battle in Hogwarts is just incredible,
and it’s really epic. I think people are going to be left slightly breathless by it. If I do say so myself, it’s pretty fantastic. I was really pleased with it, and I am a very harsh judge of these films.

What ultimately challenged you making Part 2?
Radccliffe: I think what challenged me the most was, finding the emotional depth that Harry goes through was really tricky. I had to keep that up until the very end, and that was tough. I enjoyed the filming process for the last one as much as I could, and again, watching it I think I captured it. I was more pleased than I thought I would be.

A scene that really stood out was the resurrection stone scene, which made me very emotional.
Radccliffe: Were you?? Okay, that’s good because my parents were too and they were wondering if anyone else would be.

Very emotional stuff, not just as Harry Potter but being you! What was it like to shoot that scene?
Radccliffe: It was a very hard scene... I put a lot of pressure on that scene because I was told that it was a favorite moment of so many people who have read the books, including myself. I was so hard on myself to get it right that I ended up getting more frustrated with myself, but I think in the end what you see onscreen turned out really well – and now I am really encouraged by your response, so thank you!

After all of these years of playing Harry Potter and working with the most amazing actors, what ultimately is the most important thing you can take away from all of this?
Radccliffe: Wow. Well, it would have to be the memories, the memories of my time on the set and most definitely friendships. I have met people and made friends with people with whom I will be close for the rest of my life. I have been so lucky to have made friends with people who I would have never met if I hadn’t had this experience. So memories, the friendships and two pairs of Harry Potter glasses!

Well of course you had to take those!
Radccliffe: No question about that! I mean, really! (laughs)

I would also think that there is no way you would have the fantastic work ethic that you have, had you not worked on these films for so many years.
Radccliffe: I think about that sometimes and I think you are partly right, but also my parents are real workers. Dad’s Irish and Mom is Jewish, so that’s working-class folk! (laughs) So I think I can take some credit for that, but it is so much of who I am and my identity that I can’t take full credit for it.

Although you’ve already said goodbye to Harry Potter and the movies, your fans are saying their final goodbyes in July. Is there anything you want to say to your fans, especially the devoted ones who have stuck by you since the very first movie?
Radccliffe: I just want to say thank you so much from the bottom of my heart for your unrelenting support across the years. I hope you have been satisfied with the films. I’m sorry that we haven’t been able to leave everything in. I think Harry Potter fans have a literary curiosity and imagination, and it’s not necessarily associated with fans of big franchises, so I just want to say, take that curiosity into the world and do extraordinary things with it.
Close Encounters

Mila Kunis and Justin Timberlake bring some sexy back in *Friends With Benefits*

As they prepare for their first lovemaking session, Justin Timberlake takes one look at a naked Mila Kunis and says nonchalantly, “I can work with that!” Kunis gives an approving nod towards a nude Justin and says, “Should be fine.” And with that, they begin their “friends with benefits” relationship.

The breezy fun of *Friends With Benefits* relies heavily on the quick and sexy interplay between Timberlake and Kunis. They play Dylan and Jamie, professionals who have little or no time in their lives for real romance. And while they may be physically hot, they happen to be emotionally unavailable. So the pair decide to embark on a sex-only relationship. It’s fun, it’s satisfying, it’s lighthearted…and then it gets complicated.

Of course, filming love scenes means shooting lots of nude scenes, which most actors agree, isn’t nearly as much fun as it looks. So, to make Kunis and Timberlake comfortable with each other, the filmmakers decided to film the intimate scenes at the end of the shoot. “We figured that by then we’d really, hopefully, be friends, which is what happened,” Kunis told *Vanity Fair.* “There’s like 150 crew men watching, and you see each other’s bits and pieces. The whole thing is just wrong!” she told Ellen Degeneres.

As for Timberlake, he doesn’t expect to drop his pants for the camera very often. “It was fun, but I can’t say I’m going to be butt-naked in a movie again,” he told *Vanity Fair.* “I only did it because I’m young now, and everything’s where it’s supposed to be. I figured this is the time, before gravity gets the best of me.”

The movie also boasts a stellar supporting cast, including Woody Harrelson (as Dylan’s straight-talking gay friend) and *SNL’s* Andy Samberg (as Kunis’ ex), as well as Emma Stone, Thomas Haden-Church and Patricia Clarkson. Stone plays Justin’s ex and the amazing Patricia Clarkson shines as Kunis’ brash, sexually adventurous mother.

Writer/director Will Gluck (*Easy A*) was mindful when putting together such a stellar cast, and he knew exactly whom he wanted for each character. “I wrote it for Justin and Mila,” Gluck told Moviefone.com. “I wanted to do more of an adult movie about sex, too, and about relationships.”

Gluck admits Timberlake was fun to work with and was a no-brainer to cast for his natural ability to entertain people. “He sings everything,” Gluck told MTV. “He sings when we’re waiting to shoot, he sings when he’s pointing out paparazzi, he always sings everything. The funny thing is, unlike other people humming, every time he sings, you’re like, ‘That’s Justin Timberlake!’ He’s singing a song about ‘the boom just hit me in the face’ and it could be a pop song if he does it right.”

Onstage at this year’s MTV Movie Awards, Timberlake and Kunis did effective (and hilarious) promotion for the film by insisting they were just friends—and to prove it, they grabbed each other’s private parts to show there was nothing more than platonic friendship between them. As they deadpanned from the stage, the moment was funny—and the chemistry was obvious.

—Tom Jokic
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Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows: Part 2
July 15 Fantasy
Daniel Radcliffe, Emma Watson, Rupert Grint
Harry (Radcliffe), Ron (Grint) and Hermione (Watson) realize one of the remaining Horcruxes holding Lord Voldemort’s (Fiennes) soul has been hidden at Hogwarts. The trio must hatch a scheme to sneak into the school and prepare to face Voldemort once and for all.
Buzz: Both Rupert Grint and Emma Watson described the kissing scene as “really awkward.”

Captain America: The First Avenger
July 22 Action
Chris Evans, Hugo Weaving, Tommy Lee Jones, Stanley Tucci, Dominic Cooper, Neal McDonough, Hayley Atwell, Sebastian Stan, Samuel L. Jackson
After being declared unfit for military service, Steve Rogers (Evans) volunteers to partake in a special experimental program that turns him into a Super Soldier known as Captain America. Along with his new identity, Rogers takes on the evil HYDRA organization, led by the infamous Red Skull (Weaving).
Buzz: Chris Evans turned down the role three times.

The Smurfs
July 29 Family
Neil Patrick Harris, Hank Azaria, Anton Yelchin, Sofia Vergara, Katy Perry, Alan Cumming, B.J. Novak, George Lopez, Jonathan Winters, Jayma Mays
When the evil wizard Gargamel (Azaria) chases the Smurfs out of their village and into the mysterious woods, a magic portal opens up—transporting the Smurfs from their magical world all the way to New York’s Central Park.
Buzz: As a child Katy Perry’s (who voices Smurfette) parents would not allow her to watch the Smurfs as it was deemed inappropriate.

Rise of the Planet of the Apes
August 5 Action
James Franco, Freida Pinto, John Lithgow, Brian Cox, Tom Felton, Andy Serkis
A scientist’s (Franco) experiments go wrong as he tests the cure for Alzheimer’s on apes, leading to a war of dominance between mankind and super-intelligent apes.
Buzz: Franco was not sure about the part until he found out all of Peter Jackson’s people were doing the CGI and that he’d be working with Andy Serkis, who played Gollum from Lord of the Rings.

Final Destination 5
August 12 Horror
Nicholas D’Agosto, Miles Fisher, Arlen Escarpeta
Sam Lawton (D’Agosto) has a premonition about the bridge he is on collapsing. As the vision suddenly comes true, Sam, his girlfriend and a few remaining survivors must now face the clutches of Death as he tracks them down, proving once again you can’t cheat death.
Buzz: The opening bridge scene was filmed on the Lions Gate Bridge in Vancouver.

Fright Night
August 19 Horror
Colin Farrell, Anton Yelchin, Christopher Mintz-Plasse, Toni Collette
When a man named Jerry (Farrell) moves in next door to high school senior Charley’s house, Charley begins to suspect that his new neighbour is a vampire.
Buzz: Chris Sarandon, who starred as the vampire in the original 1985 version of the film, will have a cameo in this adaptation.

Conan the Barbarian 3D
August 19 Action
Jason Momoa, Rachel Nichols, Rose McGowan, Ron Perlman
An epic journey, starting out as a personal
vendetta for the fierce Conan, soon turns into the ultimate battle against villainous rivals, terrifying monsters and impossible odds. The Cimmerian warrior realizes he is the only hope of saving the nations of Hyboria from supernatural evil.

**Buzz:** Arnold Schwarzenegger played the original Conan in 1982.

**Spy Kids 4: All the Time in the World**
August 19 Family
Jessica Alba, Antonio Banderas, Alexa Vega, Daryl Sabara, Jeremy Piven, Danny Trejo
A retired spy (Alba) takes a break from motherhood to prevent a villain called the Timekeeper (Piven) from stopping time.

**Buzz:** The original spy kids portrayed by Alexa Vega and Daryl Sabara will not be the main protagonists of the movie, but will make a cameo appearance.

**The Apparition**
September 9 Thriller
Ashley Greene, Sebastian Stan, Tom Felton, Julianna Guill
A young couple, Kelly (Greene) and Ben (Stan), discover their new home is haunted by an eerie presence that was accidentally conjured during a university parapsychology experiment.

**Buzz:** Ashley Greene was hesitant to accept the role because she didn’t want to be stereotyped as a scream queen.

**Dolphin Tale**
September 23 Family
Morgan Freeman, Harry Connick Jr., Ashley Judd, Kris Kristofferson, Nathan Gamble
Based on a true story, a dolphin named Winter is discovered trapped in a net and without a tail. Under the leadership of a concerned 11-year-old boy, a group of compassionate individuals band together to save his life.

**Buzz:** Winter was fitted with a prosthetic tail made of silicone and plastic and became the most popular attraction at the Clearwater Marine Aquarium in Florida.

**Abduction**
September 23 Thriller
Taylor Lautner, Sigourney Weaver, Alfred Molina, Maria Bello, Lily Collins
During a high school sociology project, Nathan Harper (Lautner) stumbles upon a picture of a missing baby from 1995. Looking eerily close to the infant, Harper begins to question his identity.

**Buzz:** Taylor Lautner and Lily Collins (daughter of musician Phil) became an item while filming.

**Footloose**
October 14 Drama
Kenny Wormald, Julianne Hough, Dennis Quaid, Miles Teller
Teenager Ren and his family move from Chicago to a small town in the West where dancing and music are banned. Despite the shock, he falls head-over-heels for the Bible-thumping minister’s daughter Ariel. With prom coming up, Ren decides to challenge the no-dance-and-music status quo.

**Buzz:** Zac Efron and Chase Crawford had previously been cast for Ren, but both pulled out.

**The Three Musketeers**
October 14 Action
Logan Lerman, Milla Jovovich, Orlando Bloom, Christoph Waltz, Matthew Macfadyen, Luke Evans, Ray Stevenson
A young hot-headed D’Artagnan (Lerman) teams up with the three legendary Musketeers (Macfadyen, Evans and Stevenson) to face off against the evil trio of Richelieu (Waltz), Buckingham (Bloom) and M’lady Dewinter (Jovovich).

**Buzz:** This will be Orlando Bloom’s villain debut.

**Paranormal Activity 3**
October 21 Horror
Katie Featherston
Katie (Featherston) and Hunter’s whereabouts are still unknown, but trouble arises when demonic activity starts brewing up again.

**Buzz:** Directing the film is horror duo Henry Joost and Ariel Schulman, who worked on *Catfish* together.
What’s your style?

Different styles suit different personalities. Which of these celebrities are you most like?

—By Katharine Watts

1) It’s Sunday afternoon. What are you most likely doing?
   a) Writing in my journal and daydreaming about my crush
   b) Downloading the latest rock albums from iTunes
   c) Checking out that cool vintage clothing store
   d) Doing homework or reading

2) What’s your favourite thing about school?
   a) The cute boy in my geometry class
   b) The battle of the bands competition each year
   c) The outdoor field where you can lounge during lunch
   d) The interesting classes and intelligent teachers

3) What’s your ideal Saturday night activity?
   a) A date with my crush
   b) Going to watch a band play
   c) Going out for a yummy vegetarian meal with friends
   d) Checking out that new documentary

4) Where would you most like to travel to, and why?
   a) Paris, it’s so romantic
   b) New York, for the cool nightlife
   c) L.A., for the laid-back vibe and sunshine
   d) London, for the culture and posh style

5) You get your English test back and you got a “D.” How do you react?
   a) I’d look at it as an opportunity to get a cute tutor!
   b) Laugh it off and go do something fun
   c) No biggie. I’m not too bothered by that stuff
   d) I’d talk to the teacher. She must have made a mistake

6) What’s the one thing you can’t leave the house without?
   a) Makeup on. I like to look my best.
   b) My cell phone! I have to keep in touch with my friends
   c) Nothing in particular. I’m good no matter what
   d) My agenda. It keeps me organized

7) What’s your ideal boyfriend like?
   a) Thoughtful and romantic
   b) Fun and energetic
   c) Carefree and cool
   d) Ambitious and smart

8) How would your friends describe your personality?
   a) Thoughtful and girly
   b) Outgoing and flirty
   c) Laid-back and cool
   d) Quiet and intelligent

MOSTLY As
Pop Princess: Taylor Swift
You suit a sweet and girly style like Taylor Swift’s. The country music star sticks to light fabrics and colours with feminine shapes. Breezy materials like lace and chiffon and sentimental accessories make her style super-romantic.

MOSTLY Bs
Punk rocker: Rihanna
Your personality fits with a punk rock style like Rihanna’s. The pop-rock star is always up for wearing a bright colour or a curve-hugging mini dress and loud accessories. Her funky haircut and colourful clothes mean there’s never a dull style day for her.

MOSTLY Cs
Boho Chic: Vanessa Hudgens
Your laid back and cool style personality is just like Vanessa Hudgens. The actress loves to be comfy without sacrificing style and is regularly seen sporting ultra-casual looks with small details that reflect her bohemian style.

MOSTLY Ds
Cool Prep: Leighton Meester
Your personality suits a preppy style like Leighton Meester’s. The Gossip Girl actress looks best when she’s wearing basics like a tailored shirt and blazer with cute additions like knee socks or a bow-tie. With sweet updates, she makes the preppy style look more contemporary.
WHO SAID TAMPONS CAN’T HAVE STYLE?

BREAK THE CYCLE®

GREAT PROTECTION JUST GOT BETTER LOOKING.
Introducing this season’s hottest colors from U by Kotex®
Find out more about our new look at ubykotex.com.

*Trademark of Kimberly-Clark Worldwide, Inc. ©2011 KCWW
Sneak peek:

**Twilight Breaking Dawn: Part 1!**


In the upcoming movie, Bella Swan (Kristen Stewart) finally has it all: a dream wedding to beau Edward Cullen (Robert Pattinson), the promise to be turned into a vampire and a romantic honeymoon in Rio de Janeiro. But not all goes smoothly. In this first installment, Bella shockingly becomes pregnant, which starts a war amongst the supernatural world, all of whom are against a half-breed coming into existence. It’s sure to be an action-packed movie, and we can’t wait!

—By Jackie Allan

Bella and Edward finally celebrate their newlywed bliss. “It’s always awkward, in a way, doing [love scenes],” Robert Pattinson said to *MTV News*. “But at the same time... it really depends on how it’s staged and stuff. It’s like doing Twister.”

The newlyweds enjoy their time in beautiful Lapa, Rio de Janeiro. The cast and crew of *Breaking Dawn* were in the vibrant city for one week shooting honeymoon scenes.

Aro (Michael Sheen), head of the Volturi clan, wants to destroy Bella’s unborn child yet continues to be fascinated by the new bride. “I hope that I’ve brought a variety of things to [Aro], not just that he’s the evil bad guy,” Sheen told *MTV*.

Alice (Ashley Greene), the maid of honour, helps Bella get ready for the big day. She already thinks of Bella as a sister, but now it becomes official. “I like the part where Alice is planning the wedding with Bella. I love to plan parties and I collaborated on my dress!” gushed Greene to her fans on Twitter.

Edward and Bella go for a romantic dip on the Isle of Esme, where the two stay during their trip. The island was a gift that was given to Edward’s vampire mother Esme (Elizabeth Reaser) by his father Carlisle (Peter Facinelli).

Daredevil Jacob (Taylor Lautner) is shocked to learn of Bella’s pregnancy. When the Quileute werewolf pack hear the news, they decide the unborn child needs to be terminated immediately. Furious by the decision, Jacob leaves the pack, determined to protect Bella.
Hot, hilarious and just plain awesome, Emma Stone is taking Hollywood by storm

Yes, Emma Stone is Hollywood’s newest It Girl, but we’re not jealous—we swear. Okay, maybe a little bit! But to be fair, it’s not every day that one gets to date and break up with hunky Justin Timberlake (well, at least onscreen) in the upcoming Friends with Benefits. Or, it may be that she can pull off just about any hair colour, which she proved by dying her fiery red locks bright blonde to play Gwen Stacy in next year’s The Amazing Spider-Man. We also won’t rule out the fact that she was nominated for a Golden Globe for her performance in the funniest high school flick Easy A, or that she beat out Zach Galifianakis, Ashton Kutcher and Russell Brand for Best Comedic Performance at the 2011 MTV Movie Awards.

Basically, if Hollywood were junior high, she’d currently be the coolest chick in school—and not just during the school year. With three summer flicks ahead, we’ll be spending the upcoming season with major Emma envy.

In Crazy, Stupid, Love., Emma plays Hannah, the only girl who manages to steal eternal bachelor Jacob Palmer’s heart. Not only does she get to star alongside Canadian cutie Ryan Gosling (who, notably, takes off his shirt), she also gets to play alongside funnyman Steve Carell, who plays a recently divorced father in the film.

Then, as Justin Timberlake’s “evil” ex-girlfriend in Friends with Benefits, Stone gets to dump the guy that most girls would do anything to date. “I gotta tell you, breaking up with Justin Timberlake is really fun,” Emma told MTV. “It’s a feel-good time. He’s such a nice, funny guy. It was really fun. We had a good time.”

Amid her light and fun roles alongside Hollywood hunks is a more serious part in the adaptation of Kathryn Stockett’s bestselling book, The Help. Emma will be playing Eugenia “Skeeter” Phelan, an aspiring writer in 1960s Jackson, Mississippi—which requires a little bit more research than her previous roles.

“I’m working with a dialect coach, because there’s always a fear, with southern accents, that it can turn very twangy. I’ve also just ordered a bunch of books and DVDs. I’ve just ordered a Martin Luther King Jr. biography to read, a book on Jim Crow laws, and am catching up on all the classic Mississippi movies, such as Missippi Burning and the 1978 TV miniseries King. Even Guess Who’s Coming to Dinner,” Emma told the Wall Street Journal.

Even though the role requires studying, there’s still excitement surrounding it—and no one is more thrilled than Emma’s mom. “She screamed in my ear,” Emma told EW, “and proceeded to tell me that, ‘Oh my God, this is the most unbelievable thing that’s ever happened to you! Do you realize the weight of this?!’”

Her mom’s not the only one excited about her success, though; Emma is too—and more importantly, she’s appreciative of it. “It’s so funny how different life could have been,” Emma told Elle magazine. “I went to so many auditions. I remember my audition for Heroes. I went in right after Hayden Panettiere. Now here we are...it feels like it just happened.”

—By Katharine Watts
CROSSWORD

How well do you know Harry?
Test your knowledge of Harry Potter Movies

Tribute Crossword

ACROSS

1  Harry Potter and the Half-___
Prince was the sixth film of the blockbuster series (Mad-Eye Moody in Potter) and Timothy Spall (Wormtail) have had turns as Winston Churchill (Spall in The King's Speech, which also featured Helena Bonham Carter)

10 Settled a dispute, giving victory to one side

11 Hidden spots

13 Actor Liam ___ and 5 Down are fast friends, so he's often at the latter's openings

15 Jason ___ plays Draco Malfoy's father Lucius, who's a disgraced Death Eater

18 Looked over carefully

19 More desolate

21 It's also known as the Deathstick

23 With Deathly Hallows: Part 2 it is time to say good-___ to Harry Potter

24 Snubs

25 Molly and Arthur Wesley's son, as he's known familiarly

6 Short word meaning new or recent

7 Vows

12 The third in the series was Harry Potter and the Prisoner ___

14 Harry Potter and the ___ the Phoenix was the fifth film, the first directed by Yates

16 Wizardry

17 Despite being hugely popular, the Potter films haven't won any ___

18 Root for

20 The castle that serves as Hogwarts in the Potter films was also used in the Black ___ series

22 Honor with a new title (or, add sound to a film)

DOWN

1 Both ___ Gleeson ("Mad-Eye" Moody in Potter) and Timothy Spall ("Wormtail") have had turns as Winston Churchill (Spall in The King's Speech, which also featured Helena Bonham Carter)

2 Harry Potter and the Chamber ___ was directed by Chris Columbus (as was the first film)

3 Yates who directs Deathly Hallows: Part 2, which opened on July 15

4 Mention in passing, ___ to

5 Ralph ___ portrays 9 Across

Music news

HAMMER'S MUSIC BLOG

One of my favorite days of the year is fast approaching. On August 6th and 7th, thousands of people will pack into Alderney Landing in Halifax and at Kingswood Music Theatre Canada's Wonderland in Toronto for the Z1035 Summer Rush Concert.

Summer Rush is the annual summer concert that is hosted by Z1035. Why is it one of my favorite days of the year? Because it really is more than just a concert—it's a festival, a celebration, and an all-day party!

Over the years, Z1035 has brought some of the biggest artists in the world to Summer Rush including Lady Gaga, Justin Bieber, Akon, Enrique Iglesias and too many more to mention! This year will be no different. Pitbull, Lil Jon, Dev, Tinie Tempah, Emily Osment, Classified and more will be taking the stage.

It's an exhilarating event with thousands of fans cheering on their favorite "Z" personalities, DJs and artists and it is something that has to be experienced firsthand.

If you're in Halifax on August 6th or Toronto on August 7th, go to www.tribute.ca/contests for your chance to win free tickets to Summer Rush!

www.tribute.ca
SUMMER RUSH
August 7th 2011
Kingswood Music Theatre

Tinie Tempah  Lil Jon  Pitbull  Dev  Lucenzo
Danny Fernandes  Emily Osment  Classified  Mia Martina  Alyssa Reid  Tyler Medeiros

Sponsored by: Cash House
You Can Count On Us!

Get Your Tickets At
SUMMERRUSH.COM
Whether you’re in the mood for hearty laughs (*Crazy, Stupid, Love.*), huge scares (*Fright Night*), high-octane action (*Cowboys & Aliens*) or just want to see how the final duel between Harry Potter and Voldemort turns out, we have your guide to the hottest films.

**HORRIBLE BOSSES**
July 8 Comedy
*Jennifer Aniston, Jason Bateman, Colin Farrell, Kevin Spacey, Jamie Foxx, Julie Bowen, Charlie Day, Isaiah Mustafa*
Three friends, Nick (Bateman), Kurt (Sudeikis) and Dale (Day), devise a convoluted and seemingly foolproof plan to rid themselves of their respective employers.

**HARRY POTTER AND THE DEATHLY HALLOWS - PART 2**
July 15 Action
*Daniel Radcliffe, Rupert Grint, Emma Watson*
In the final battle between good and evil, the forces of the wizarding world escalate into an all-out war, with Harry Potter facing Lord Voldemort in the last showdown.

**WINNIE THE POOH**
July 15 Family
*Voices: Jim Cummings, Craig Ferguson, Tom Kenny, John Cleese*
Pooh Bear (Cummings) and his friends—Tigger, Piglet, Rabbit, Eeyore, Kanga and Roo—go searching for Christopher Robin, who they believe was taken by a mysterious culprit known as the “Backson.”

**ECO-PIRATE: THE STORY OF PAUL WATSON**
July 22 Documentary
*Paul Watson, Martin Sheen*
This eco-doc follows the story of famed environmental activist Paul Watson on a mission to save the planet and its oceans.

**CAPTAIN AMERICA: THE FIRST AVENGER**
July 22 Action
*Chris Evans, Stanley Tucci, Hugo Weaving, Hayley Atwell, Sebastian Stan, Tommy Lee Jones*
When Steve Rogers (Evans) is deemed unfit to fight in the U.S. Army during World War II, he volunteers for a secret military project where he is physically transformed into the super-soldier known as Captain America.

**THE SMURFS**
July 29 Comedy
*Voices: Neil Patrick Harris, Jayma Mays, Hank Azaria, Katy Perry, Jonathan Winters*
The Smurfs are chased out of their village by an evil wizard (Azaria), and discover a magical portal that transports them from their magical world to New York.

**THE CHANGE-UP**
August 5 Comedy
*Jason Bateman, Ryan Reynolds, Leslie Mann, Olivia Wilde, Alan Arkin*
Two best friends, a high-strung father of three (Bateman) and an irresponsible playboy (Reynolds), magically swap bodies following a night of heavy drinking together and have to adjust to each other’s lifestyle.

**RISE OF THE PLANET OF THE APES**
August 5 Action
*James Franco, Freida Pinto, Tom Felton, Andy Serkis*
A group of American scientists create a breed of genetically engineered apes with developed intelligence. But when the apes rise up together and escape from the lab, they threaten to go to war and overthrow the humans.

**30 MINUTES OR LESS**
August 12 Comedy
*Jesse Eisenberg, Aziz Ansari, Danny McBride, Nick Swardson*
Two wannabe criminals (McBride and Swardson) strap a bomb to the chest of a fledgling pizza delivery boy, Nick (Eisenberg), and tell him to go rob a bank. Nick enlists the help of his friend, Chet (Ansari), to pull off the seemingly impossible mission.

★ Watch Interviews with these stars at tribute.ca!
GLEE LIVE! 3D!
August 12 Musical
Lea Michele, Cory Monteith, Chris Colfer, Dianna Agron,
Amber Riley, Darren Criss
The young cast of the hit musical-comedy series brings their
North American summer concert tour to the big screen,
dishing out some of their most popular hits, including “Don’t
Stop Believin’,” “Teenage Dream” and “Raise Your Glass.”

THE HELP
August 12 Drama
Emma Stone, Viola Davis, Octavia Spencer,
Bryce Dallas Howard, Allison Janney
In 1960s Mississippi, rising journalist Skeeter (Stone)
writes a book about the tense relationships between wealthy
Southern belles and their African-American housekeepers,
setting off a firestorm of controversy.

THE WHISTLEBLOWER
August 12 Drama
Rachel Weisz, Monica Bellucci, Venessa Redgrave
Inspired by actual events, Kathy (Weisz) is an American police
officer who takes a job working as a peacekeeper in post-
war Bosnia only to find corruption amid a world of private
contractors and multinational diplomatic doubletalk.

CONAN THE BARBARIAN
August 19 Action
Jason Momoa, Rachel Nichols, Stephen Lang,
Ron Perlman, Rose McGowan
After his father is murdered and his village massacred, fierce
Cimmerian warrior Conan (Momoa) sets off on a quest
across Hyboria to avenge these deaths.

FRIGHT NIGHT
August 19 Horror
Anton Yelchin, Colin Farrell, David Tennant,
Toni Collette, Imogen Poots, Christopher Mintz-Plasse
Popular teen Charley (Yelchin) gets a rude awakening when
he finds out his arrogant, womanizing neighbor (Farrell) is a
vampire responsible for a string of recent deaths.

ONE DAY
August 19 Drama
Anne Hathaway, Jim Sturgess, Romola Garai,
Patricia Clarkson
College grads Dexter (Sturgess) and Emma (Hathaway)
shared a one-night fling on July 15, 1988, and have not been
able to stop thinking about each other since.

SPY KIDS 4: ALL THE TIME IN THE WORLD
August 19 Action
Jessica Alba, Jeremy Piven, Joel McHale, Antonio Banderas
Marissa (Alba), a mother of three and a retired secret agent,
must kick back into gear when the evil Timekeeper (Piven)
threatens to stop time.

COLOMBIANA
August 26 Action
Zoe Saldana, Michael Vartan, Jordi Molla, Cliff Curtis
After witnessing her parents’ bloody deaths as a young child,
Cataleya (Saldana) grows up to be a stone-cold assassin.

OUR IDIOT BROTHER
August 26 Comedy
Paul Rudd, Zooey Deschanel, Elizabeth Banks,
Emily Mortimer, Steve Coogan
After a stint in jail, aloof idealist Ned (Rudd) brings chaos
into the homes of his three uptight sisters (Deschanel, Banks,
Mortimer) when he decides to move in with them.

★ THE DEBT
August 31 Thriller
Helen Mirren, Sam Worthington, Jessica Chastain,
Tom Wilkinson, Ciaran Hinds
In 1965, three Mossad agents went on a mission to bring a
Nazi, known as the “Surgeon of Birkenau,” to justice. Thirty
years later, operatives Rachel (Mirren), Stefan (Wilkinson)
and David (Hinds) get a reawakening when a man claiming
to be the doctor surfaces.

APOLLO 18
September 2 Horror
In December 1973, American astronauts were sent on a
secret mission to the moon. Now, actual footage from the
space voyage has been found, showing disturbing evidence of
never-before-seen life forms—and explaining why NASA has
ever journeyed back to the moon.

SHARK NIGHT 3D
September 2 Horror
Sara Paxton, Chris Carmack, Joel David Moore,
Chris Zylka
A summer weekend for seven college students in the
Louisiana Gulf turns bloody when they discover that the
lake next to their island cabin is populated with vicious
flesh-eating sharks.

★ Watch Interviews with these stars at tribute.ca!
Mila Kunis – Leo, born August 18, 1983, Ukraine
Mila has all the Leo confidence and showmanship, plus this sign’s flair for comedy. With three planets in lucky Sagittarius, it was a lottery win that brought her family to the U.S. from the Ukraine, and she was spotted by an agent at the age of seven. What’s more, her chart also shows a chameleon-like ability to play almost anything, from smoky and sultry to the girl next door. Her moon in Scorpio gives the intense emotional range she was finally allowed to show in her role as Lily in The Black Swan. It’s also the year her eight-year relationship with Macaulay Culkin ended. What’s next? A Jupiter transit holds big things on the artistic and emotional horizons. She’s sure to have plenty of enticing offers on both scores.

Star Struck
What the stars have planned for you
—by Susan Kelly, astrologer

August

ARIES (March 21 – April 20)
The work scenario demands a few retakes. You might have to revisit a project you thought was a wrap, or in other ways finish up past business. Despite minor hassles, you will make excellent progress. Meanwhile your star is rising on the social scene, with plenty of diversion and good times ahead.

TAURUS (April 21 – May 21)
Get ready to put all your cards on the table with associates. You don’t like face-offs, but some may be unavoidable now. But once you’re clear where you stand, the way to success is wide open. Home is where your heart is this month, and the romance potential is sky-high. Just try a little tenderness, your specialty.

GEMINI (May 22 – June 21)
Stuck in the summer doldrums? With your planet, Mercury, retrograde it’s best to take it easy. Hit the hammock or the beach, and take time to rethink your strategy for a big launch come fall. Meanwhile, your financial situation is a little like the weather: highly variable. But your social life is a breeze!

CANCER (June 22 – July 22)
The stage is set—so why do you feel like you’re reading from the wrong script? With Mercury retrograde, expect mix-ups that are beyond your control. Channel your considerable energy into finishing up past projects. A new or renewed romance brings a breath of fresh air, as does a last-minute getaway or two.

LEO (July 23 – August 23)
Others prove highly significant—from your life co-star to minor players. The potential is there to forge fulfilling new partnerships, but don’t leap into commitments. And do remain clear-sighted about character flaws. A few unexpected expenses will fail to dampen your spirit, as you give the summer social season a good whirl.

VIRGO (August 24 – September 23)
Vacation plans not panning out? Mercury retrograde brings the usual mix-ups, delay and confusion until the 25th. If you stay at your desk, your efforts prove pure gold to decision-makers, who will take a shine to you. You find the company of friends most comforting, with more than one happy reunion in store.

LIBRA (September 24 – October 23)
You’d love to step out of the limelight for a while. But a fast-paced career scenario has you playing a key role. Keep your head down, and you will come out ahead. Fortunately, a romantic getaway or two is in the script. Make sure to confirm dates, times and places to forestall retrograde Mercury mix-ups.

SCORPIO (October 24 – November 22)
You’re so out of here! It’s the optimum time for a getaway, with Mars firing your travel zone. Some glitches in arrangements are likely, perhaps due to career demands. Be patient and flexible. A friendship that’s had its ups and downs may suddenly prove clear sailing. And you might test the waters of a new romance.

SAGITTARIUS (November 23 – December 21)
Travel plans could hit a roadblock. Mercury can play havoc with your plans, bringing delays or misunderstandings. At work it’s best to be more conscious of details as well. Meanwhile it’s full speed ahead in your social life. But you may have to apply the brakes and take it slower to avoid a summer romance meltdown.

CAPRICORN (December 22 – January 20)
Where does the money go? It will be hard to get a handle this month. Mix-ups abound, so double-check all bill payments and re-read emails before you hit “send.” If looking to recast the role of life co-star, this month would be optimal. You know what you want and won’t hesitate to go after it.

AQUARIUS (January 21 – February 18)
Your charisma soars with the temperatures, and you just might set a record. Get ready for new people and situations to enter your orbit. And a summer romance is in the script, whether you’re single or attached. Savor the lazy, hazy days of summer at month’s end and recharge your batteries.

PISCES (February 19 – March 20)
Like the bees you’re all busy-ness now. That is, working hard although you’re not always sure why. Just do your best and reserve any major career or business moves until the fall. You may find yourself playing the daisy game—loves me, loves me not. Month’s end is best for getting a final answer that lifts your heart.
**THE LINCOLN LAWYER**  
**July 12**  
Haller (Matthew McConaughey) is a Los Angeles criminal defence attorney who works out of the back of his Lincoln sedan. But when he lands the case of a lifetime defending a Beverly Hills playboy (Ryan Phillippe), the seemingly straightforward case unexpectedly turns into a deadly game of survival.

---

**RANGO**  
**July 15**  
When a pet chameleon named Rango (voiced by Johnny Depp) is flung out of his owner’s car, he winds up in a gunslinging town called Dirt and becomes its new sheriff. With this new responsibility, he is called upon to lead a posse of critters on an adventure to recover Dirt’s water supply.

---

**INSIDIOUS**  
**July 26**  
Devoted parents Josh and Renai Lambert (Patrick Wilson and Rose Byrne) move into a new home with their three kids. But when their son, Dalton, falls into an unexplained coma and his body becomes a magnet for increasingly violent spirits such as demons and the dead, paranormal forces begin to take hold of the house.

---

**SOURCE CODE**  
**July 26**  
Army captain Colter Stevens (Jake Gyllenhaal) awakens on a Chicago-bound train in the body of an unknown man, and minutes later, the train explodes. It turns out that Stevens is part of a scientific government experiment where he must relive the trip’s final eight minutes again and again, in order to figure out the bomber’s identity.

---

**YOUR HIGNESS**  
**August 9**  
When his bride-to-be is kidnapped by an evil wizard, valiant prince Fabious (James Franco) embarks on a quest to rescue her. Joining Fabious on his journey is the prince’s slacker brother, Thaddeous (Danny McBride), and a skilled archer, Isabel (Natalie Portman), who joins the royal duo to serve her own motives.

---

**MARS NEEDS MOMS**  
**August 9**  
After his mom (voiced by Joan Cusack) is abducted by Martians, nine-year-old Milo (Seth Green) must navigate through an elaborate alien planet to rescue her. Helping Milo get around is a tech-savvy earthman (Dan Fogler) who is stationed on the planet, and a rebel Martian girl, Ki (Elisabeth Harnois).

---

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“Fantastic visuals and message of empowerment.”  
“Plenty of action and eye candy but lacking a solid storyline.”*

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“Excellent! Best animated movie of the year!”  
“It had a good story but was kind of slow at times.”*

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“A great movie... suspenseful, scary and had a couple good twists!”  
“The story felt like a rip-off of Poltergeist.”*

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“The movie is a total rush. Smart, edge of your seat excitement!”  
“Good acting but nothing is explained.”*

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“A solid, gross-out comedy... this movie will be quoted for years!”  
“Had some funny moments but a lot of crass jokes.”*

*tribute.ca ★★★★★★  
“Great graphics! Compelling story! Great message for kids!”  
“Lots of cool stuff for adults... the 3D is pretty good.”*
Don’t let the title fool you. Pairing cowboys and aliens together in a movie might seem absurd, but when you throw in some of Hollywood’s best actors, including Harrison Ford, Daniel Craig and Olivia Wilde, with producer Steven Spielberg and director Jon Favreau, you know you’re in for a unique action/adventure story.

Based on a graphic novel from Scott Mitchell Rosenberg, *Cowboys & Aliens* opens with a wounded cowboy, Jake Lonergan (Craig), who, after waking up in the middle of the Arizona desert with a futuristic-looking shackle around his wrist, realizes he has no memory of who he is or how he got there. Lonergan’s luck then goes from bad to worse when he saunters into a nearby pioneer town called Absolution and is quickly arrested for stealing from a powerful rancher.

Rancher Colonel Dolarhyde (Ford) plans on punishing Lonergan for his crime, but before justice is settled, a fleet of aliens invades Absolution, destroying the town and abducting some of its inhabitants. Turns out the shackle on Lonergan’s wrist is a weapon with enough firepower to shoot down one of the spaceships. With this weapon, Lonergan teams up with Dolarhyde in a joint mission to protect Absolution and the surrounding desert from the menacing forces in the sky.

While some may scoff at the idea of bringing aliens into a 19th-century western setting, director Favreau (*Iron Man*) knew that action fans would only take the concept seriously if he delivered the fun, excitement and star power that they were hungry for. Executive producer Spielberg helped out Favreau by getting his close friend Ford to sign on for the adventure. “We never thought [Ford would] want to come back to [the action] genre,” Favreau said at WonderCon. “To have him bring that pedigree, it’s almost like when you cast John Wayne in a western.” *Cowboys & Aliens* pays tribute to Ford’s legacy as an action star by having him don a cowboy hat, similar to the one he wore when playing Indiana Jones.

Even Craig, who was cast as Lonergan after Robert Downey Jr. dropped out, found himself in awe of standing (and riding) next to one of his big-screen idols. “I’ve been a fan since I was a baby but then, you know, you’ve got [a] job to do,” Craig told the *L.A. Times*. “And I hate to say it but [Ford’s] a delight. Don’t tell him I said that, though.”

Favreau also rounded up red-hot actress Wilde to play Ella, a prospector who teams up with the two cowboys on their quest and falls in love with Lonergan. Wilde, who at one point in the film strips nude for a couple hundred Apache Indians, showed off her physical mettle on set by doing many of her own stunts. “This movie has been so much fun for me,” she told *Fandango*. “I got pulled off a galloping horse forty feet into the air. I have been able to run past explosions and really test my strength.”

—Jordan Adler
Lessons in Love
Ryan Gosling teaches Steve Carell how to be a chick magnet in Crazy, Stupid, Love

If advance buzz about this film is any indication—not to mention the sensation caused by a shirtless and suave Ryan Gosling (Blue Valentine) making several appearances in the trailer—Crazy, Stupid, Love is going to be the most memorable romantic comedy of the summer. The ensemble cast includes the indomitable funny man Steve Carell (The Office), dreamy Canadian Gosling, gorgeous neophyte Emma Stone (Easy A) and established screen beauty Julianne Moore (The Kids All Right). There’s also Kevin Bacon and Marisa Tomei—and even singer Josh Groban makes an appearance.

The movie, as the title indicates, is all about love and its pitfalls. Carell’s character is Cal Weaver, a straitlaced 40-something man in the grip of a midlife crisis. When his wife (Moore) tells him that she’s been unfaithful and wants a divorce, he’s devastated by the betrayal, and caught off-guard by his sudden return to bachelorhood.

So when Cal meets Jacob (Gosling), a playboy who decides to take Cal under his wing and teach him how to have more success in the dating world, his life suddenly changes. Soon, Cal is completely made over, wearing well-cut suits and sporting a new swagger as well as a new haircut—one that wasn’t done at Supercuts.

“I like when the situation is funny, and the people within the context of that situation are playing it for real,” Gosling told his co-star Carell in a one-on-one article for Interview Magazine. “That, for me, when I’m watching a movie, is what makes it funny: that the characters are completely invested in what’s happening and not aware of the humor.”

During the same interview, Carell complimented Gosling’s comedic prowess. “I think what surprised me most when we worked together was how funny you are, because I think you’ve built such a strong career on your dramatic work. I think being funny as a person and being a really good comedic actor can be separate things, and while I knew you were funny, your strength as a comedic actor caught me off guard.”

There’s no shortage of laughs to be had while Jacob is making Cal over. And once the task is complete, Cal has his choice of women. But his heart hasn’t been changed in the slightest, and he ultimately can’t stop thinking about his wife. On the flip side, ladies’ man Jacob’s desire to play the field is indefinitely thwarted when he falls in love with Hannah (Stone).

While critics usually reserve their opinions and comments for opening day, there’s one who couldn’t hold her tongue. Ellen DeGeneres, who had the opportunity to see an early screening of the movie said: “Julianne Moore is heartbreaking, Emma Stone is hilarious, and Steve Carell is a perfect combination of hilarious and heartbreaking.”

she told Moviefone.com. “Everyone in Crazy, Stupid, Love is wonderful. Ryan Gosling is spectacular. Not only does he give a thoughtful, nuanced, sincere performance, but I’m pretty sure his torso will be nominated for an Academy Award.”

—Marissa Stapley-Ponikowski
Tribute
Canada’s most read movie magazine!
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Gear up for
The Amazing Spider-Man

W e can’t wait till Peter Parker and his super alter-ego, Spider-Man, hit the big screen.

When it was reported that Tobey Maguire would not be reprising the role but relative newcomer Andrew Garfield would take his place as Spider-Man, fans gasped. But these pictures prove that Garfield fits the bill, and the suit, to chronicle Peter Parker/Spider-Man’s beginnings. And for Garfield, who has gained popularity since his appearance in The Social Network, the role of Spidey was a dream come true.

“I have been waiting for this phone call for 24 years, for someone to call me up and say, ‘Hey, we want you to pretend to be a character that you’ve always wanted to be all your life, and we’re going to do it with cool cameras and cool effects and you’re going to feel like you’re swinging through New York City. Do you want to do that?’” [laughs], Garfield told The Hollywood Reporter.

“This is what I’ve been waiting for! Like every young boy who feels stronger on the inside than they look on the outside, any skinny boy basically who wishes their muscles matched their sense of injustice, it’s just the stuff that dreams are made of, for sure. It’s a true honor to be part of this symbol that I actually think is a very important symbol and it’s meant a great deal to me, and it continues to mean something to people. So yeah, I feel like I’ve been preparing for it for a while. Ever since Halloween when I was four years old and I wore my first Spider-Man costume.”

The Amazing Spider-Man hits theatres July 2012.
FROM THE DIRECTOR OF WEDDING CRASHERS
AND THE WRITERS OF THE HANGOVER

THE CHANGE-UP

Who says men can’t change?
AUGUST 5
ENTER TO WIN a trip to the Toronto International Film Festival®

You and a friend could receive the full star treatment, compliments of the Official Vodka of the Festival. Visit skyy.ca/tiff